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朗阁雅思听力考题预测
Part 1
女士投诉航空公司多收了孩子机票费用的对话

1-10 Completion:

1. Name: Quigley

2. She wants to buy 4 tickets: return tickets

3. Departure time: 11:45

4. The words on the website page: error message

5. One adult can bring two children at most allowed

6. All of them are under 12 years old

7. Children have less: food

8. What if the huge family and school group will do

9. Letter will be sent to the manager

10. Reference number: GBK8422

男士打电话到儿童中心询问情况

1-10 Completion:

1. Short day’s expenses fee: $37.5 for under 2 years old

2. offer 20 hours every week for free caring

3. Children can enjoy outdoor activities on a playground

4. All teachers in this centre have teaching experience in a primary school

5. Parents ask that other centre has weekly report

6. The earliest month is: September

7. Other stuff need to bring themselves: apron and sunglasses

8. They should also bring a family photo

9. Need medical certificate from a doctor

10. The centre’s address: Calliope Road

咨询展览馆信息

1-10 Completion:

1. Open in 11th March

2. Some cars are available to observe and the others are to test products

3. The camera is prohibited to take into the museum

4. Price of the ticket:$110 (book in advance)

5. Transfer to the Mark Edgeworth (Box Office Manager)

6. Venue: held in the Summer Palace this year

7. Website: www.directions.com

8. Best way to contact the booking: online

9. Not far from city centre

10. An extra tour is included in the fee
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搬家公司服务咨询的电话

1-10 Completion:

1. Things need to be consigned: piano

2. A small coffee table

3. Other things need to be carried: mirror

4. The door is made of glass

5. Address: 44, Harrivale street

6. Price: 232.5 pounds

7. Not include insurance

8. When is the collection time: in the morning

9. Collect things near the side door

10. Parking: beside the garage of the house

介绍户外旅行项目

1-10 Completion:

1. There are a number of birds.

2. Special accommodation tent.

3. Final destination: mountains.

4. Also have a view on the way to cave.

5. Have lunch by waterfall.

6. Activity in the evening: have a swim.

7. You can ride a horse, but you should not have back problems.

8. You should wear walking boots.

9. You can have a discount if you book online.

10. Have a good relationship with insurance company.
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Part 2
关于澳洲一家新建的旅游中心的介绍

11-16 Multiple choice:

11. 这个 resort 适合谁来 C. families with children

12. What part of town room does she prefer B. with individual pond

13. Which facility was recently built C. horse ranch for horse riding

14. Anna prefers B. rainforest

15. Why does XXX like the rainforest exploration A. it suits for all ages

16. The Sound of the Birds are only opened B. Thursday and Fridays

17-20 Multiple choices:

17-18. What does XXX provide there

D. free bus & E. tour booking office

19-20. From a tour visiting aboriginal tribe, tourists can

C. meet the artists & E. learn about medicines

家居用品店员工入职培训

11-15 Map:

11. paint section: H. bottom right

12. kitchen section: C

13. children’s play area: G. between the Cafe and the Paint Section

14. bathroom: E. between the Cafe and the Tool Section

15. garden section: D. between the Tool Section and Staff Area

16-20 Matching:

16. What is their specialty: A. its lower price

17. Promotion from staffs that customers must be given a: B. magazine

18. What are the employees’ benefits at the store: C. flexible working hours

19. What will the next workshop be about? B. how to fix a fence

20. What will  the customers get  if  they buy the kitchen facilities?  C. service of free

installation

Ski resort 滑雪中心介绍

11-15 Multiple choice:

11. Why does the speaker recommend the hotel? A. Comfortable

12. What is new in this year’s exhibition? C. Computer simulation

13. How to get information about the tickets? C. The exhibition newsletter

14. What did the media focus on? A. Not enough snow

15. Why does the speaker recommend the ski program? C. Special offers

16-20 Matching:

16. Harries talk G. to prevent injuries

17. Solution E. a new footwear makes comfortable ski

18. Film festival A. exploring new destinations

19. Get on F. become a coach

20. New tricks C. online shopping
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展览馆历史及服务

11-15 Multiple choice:

11. Who bought the first collection? B. state

12. The features of the works in the gallery? A. quality

13. What is Drake Wing? A. a new part of the building

14. Guided tour in this gallery? A. free

15. When does the museum close this day? A. after 6

16-20 Completion:

16. the position of the museum A: near harbour

17. the feature of the museum B: use recycled materials

18. collect works from local artists

19. how to get to museum C: by taxi

20. the original usage of the museum’s site: warehouse

关于一个 walking activity 的独白

11-15 Multiple choice:

11. designed for A. parents and children

12. 活动人数 maximum C. 280

13. 组织者将主动要求哪些人退出活动 B. those who cause a lot of trouble

14. Why it has been cancelled for years C insufficient

15. Badges could be obtained A. order online in advance

16-20 Matching:

16. thick trousers — C. not recommended

17. drink — B. up to the customer

18. torch — C. not recommended

19. mobile phone — A. recommended

20. ruck sack — A. recommended
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Part 3
两个学生讨论学校的课程安排和学习问题

21-25 Multiple Choices:

21-23. What are the three useful things that Bridget find about accounting?

B. Helpful teaching staff & C. Important for future job & D. Small tutorial classes

24-25. Which two qualities of accounting courses that Bridget mentioned?

B. Challenge content & D. Practical focus

26-30. Completion:

Frank finds Japanese course is quite hard. The 26.lectures of the course made it time-

consuming.  He  is  trying  to  improve  his  Japanese  accent.  He  enjoys  learning

27.vocabulary but  28.grammar and  29.writing are  difficult.  Teachers  for  Japanese

course are very patient but 30.strict.

水葫芦对环境的影响

21-22 Multiple choices:

Problems caused by hyacinth?

B. Farmers cannot get fish & E. Electronic products are affected

23-26 Multiple choice:

23. Where does the problem come from A. Latin America

24. 引起某种现象下降的原因是 B. Soil erosion

25. Biological solution 多久奏效 C. many years later

26. Mechanism solution 方法的缺陷是 C. expensive

27-30 Matching:

27. Cut down dried water hyacinth: D. materials for plants to grow

28. Mushroom farmer: C. quick profit

29. Oyster and straw mushroom: E. good for human health

30. Cows: B. an alternative energy resource

日用品调查

21-24 Completion:

21. Preserve memories such as photographs

22. Show off status such as computers and cell phones

23. Reflect tastes such as works of art

24. Personal identity

25-27 Multiple choices:

What kinds of interviews do they like to choose:

B. Different background & D. Different interests & G. the first-year students

28-30 Multiple choice:

28. What does Sarah say about the questionnaire? A. The length of time is short

29. What does the essay should start with?  C. The reasons why you choose these

interviewees

30. What should be finished by the end of April?  B. They should at least finish the

interview
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学生对课程的评价反馈

21-27 Matching:

21. pre-class B. omit some information

22. timetable G. not convenient for everyone

23. teaching system A. suitable for different levels

24. tutorial system E. entirely positive experience

25. project group C. cause disagreement

26. IT service F. not necessary

27. library D. inadequate resources

28-30 Multiple choice:

28. What did Diana specialize in? C. product quality managing

29. What things that professor suggested her to do? C. get work experience

30.  What  things  that  the  professor  could  provide  for  Diana?  C.  suggest  suitable

company

讨论论文的相关内容

21-25 Multiple choice:

21. Kathy thinks that the essay is inappropriate C. refers to a range of views

22. the book’s bibliography A. there is a standard format

23. How did John think of the article B. Analyze more data

24. the conclusion the professor recommended is B. refers to the title

25. The tutor said that they could use the viewpoint in the article B. it is helpful to the 

definition of the difficult task

26-30 Completion:

26. Kathy thinks it is a good essay to separate several sub-topics

27. The man says these articles look like reports rather than essays

28. The man thinks it is good to use as many examples as possible.

29. and use connectives to link his ideas

30. The professor recommends a wide reading.
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Part 4
动物语言功能研究

31-35 Multiple choice:

31. The research is C. surprising

32. Ape experiment shows the problem that C. they don’t provide real language

33. Those who wouldn't accept that animals can communicate believe they are

B. lack of reasoning ability and do not know the next idea

34. What do people tend to use to measure the intelligence of animals? B. sight vision

35. Rat is better at sense of A. smell

36-40 Completion:

36. Horse can use landmarks to find way to home.

37. Sheep can recognize faces of people.

38. People and birds can use the same skill: good eyesight.

39. Those who do not accept that animals can communicate tend to treat animals as 

machines or robots.

40. In future for animals, people should pay more attention to what they do well.

人的情感与色彩关系

31-40 Completion:

31. In the past, the research focused on when people hearing music.

32. The maximum of study ability to handle multiple tasks.

33. Unexpected phenomenon which is unimportant.

34. evolution of language

35. The links are simple memories.

36. We should find out the science mechanism to explain the whole thing.

37. People using language..., it is a  genetic origin; this phenomenon relates language

function.

38. They are conducting experiments, and in computers’ screen, they  display a large

number of 5s and 2s.

39. Let the numbers appear randomly, and the 5s are in a random arrangement.

40. The “2s” are shaped as a triangle.

动物冬眠

31-40 Completion:

31. Preparation for natural resources

32. Insects: there is a stressful reaction

33. Starvation in winter

34. When hibernated, they can still sense the change in temperature and amount of light

35. There will be more competition

36. They can bury themselves in mud

37. Light-coloured snakes and reptiles’ shell can limit the evaporation

38. reduction in numbers

39. Squirrels come back to the nearest nest

40. When frogs wake up, a part of heart would heat up
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气候与建筑

31-40 Completion:

31. Experts investigated places in both rural areas and in cities.

32. They received funding of a city bank.

33. Skyscrapers lower levels of acid in damaging pollutants.

34. The influence of humidity and dryness has great impact on buildings. In recent years

Alter Project focuses on the buildings made of concrete (/ stone).

35. Glass was used to reduce pollution in skyscrapers buildings.

36. The base of the buildings can be affected by the increased amount of rainfall.

37. Humidity affects the constructions made of wood.

38. Archeologists are worried about the soil that protects the foundation of buildings.

39. Architects monitor the evidence of the movement of buildings.

40. Government should make some guidance for the architects. (/ guidelines)

保护两栖动物

31-40 Completion:

31. date of conservation scheme

32. some may eat others in the womb by allowing their young to eat their flesh

33. decrease of the pond for feeding

34. salamanders: male rather than female which brings babies

35. change pollution in the habitats

36. due to urban and agricultural development

37. mountain and 38.sea

39. habitat is influenced by dweller of farmlands

40. medium term: treat disease effectively
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